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Lithium in the 1872 Mining Law
• Lithium is a locatable mineral on Federal land under 

the General Mining Law of 1872
• Placer claims are generally used to locate potential 

lithium brine deposits
• Lode claims are generally used to locate potential 

lithium clay or hardrock resources
• Initial exploration performed under a BLM Notice (not 

a permit) which is a quick process
– Only 15 days advance notice
– Bond required before commencement of surface 

disturbance activities
– Non-discretionary, not a permit 
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The Challenge to Lithium Brine 
Exploration in Nevada

• Water belongs to the State of Nevada.
• The State Engineer regulates quantity and beneficial use.
• To pump and test for lithium in brine you need a water 

right, which is not a quick process and is subject to appeal.
• Some lithium brine projects located on top of active oil 

and geothermal leases. 
– Each party is entitled to explore but are regulated under two 

different “rulebooks”.
– BLM can’t require lithium brine explorer to use blowout 

prevention equipment – potential safety issue in geothermal 
areas.

• Typical locatable mineral explorers not accustomed to 
drilling and designing wells for testing of water or use of 
precautionary measures for hot water.

• New law was needed to create a streamlined path for safe 
exploration of lithium brine with limited pumping.  3



DISSOLVED MINERAL RESOURCE 
EXPLORATION (DMRE) -
STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

• Sponsored by Governor Sandoval, 
Assembly Bill 52 was passed by the 
Nevada legislature in 2017.  

• Created Chapter 354B in Nevada 
Revised Statutes, effective January 1, 
2018.

• Established authority for the Division of 
Minerals to regulate exploration of 
dissolved mineral resources – NDOM 
regulates oil, gas, and geothermal 
exploration and development.

• NDEP, NDWR and NDOM jointly 
developed regulations.

• Regulations became effective May 16, 
2018.

• First DMRE well approved January 10, 
2018.

• First DMRE borehole approved February 
1, 2018.
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What is in the Statute?
• Defines a “dissolve mineral exploration borehole” and 

allows for sampling of water in exploration boreholes .
• Defines “dissolved mineral resource exploration well” 

and enables an application process by NDOM
• DMRE approved well permits expire after 2 years, can 

be extended for 2 more years.
• Defines a “dissolved mineral resource exploration  

project” as a notice or plan-level approved project on 
Federal lands (claims), or a defined project area on non-
federal lands.  

• Requires a Nevada licensed water well driller to drill 
DMRE boreholes and wells.



What is in the Statute?
• NDOM Administrator or State Engineer may call a public 

hearing if they deem it necessary to gather facts.
• Allows for up to 5 acre-feet (6,165 cubic meters) of water to 

be pumped for testing per project (not annually).  
– This volume is considered adequate to determine presence of a 

resource but not necessarily to quantify and fully model it.  
• > 5 acre-feet requires a water right from NDWR.
• Must comply with NRS 445A for discharges during pump 

tests
• Does not change the appropriation procedures in NRS/NAC 

533, 534
• Allows for application fee for wells and fines for violations



What is in the Regulations ? 

• Exploration Boreholes:  notice of intent form 
required , no fee, allows for sampling (e.g. 
HydraSleeve) but not pumping

• DMRE wells: permitting process, application fee 
($1,000/well)

• Well design approval required: casing, seals, etc.
• Regulations are very similar to those for NDWR
• Well permits not retroactive to existing MM 

waivers or existing permitted rights issued by 
NDWR



What is in the Regulations ? 
• Drilling within “Areas with Limitations” subject to 

additional conditions
• 100’ setback from existing oil, geothermal or water wells.
• No limit on number or boreholes or wells, but total 

pumping for sampling is limited to <5 AF per project
• Plugging logs signed by licensed water well driller to be 

submitted for all boreholes and wells
• Reclamation bonding required

– Held by BLM if on federal land
– Held by NDOM if on private land

• Penalty of up $1,000 for each violation and for each day 
violation continues
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Areas With Limitations
• Regulatory mechanism for additional review to ensure 

proposed DMRE activity is safe and doesn’t impact permitted 
oil, gas, and geothermal (OGG) wells and resources.

• Uses map published on NDOM website depicting:
– NDOM-permitted OGG wells 
– Federally-authorized oil, gas, and geothermal leases
– Groundwater basins having increased thermal gradient 

(125F at 1,500ft or 52C at 460m, using gradient of 
67.42C/km)

• Depth limitations for drilling without Blowout Prevention 
Equipment

• Monitoring of drilling mud temperatures with requirement for 
cooling equipment when mud is >125F/52C





Applications, approved permits and notices, 
plugging reports, and quarterly flow reports 

posted on NDOM website



Cooperating Agencies
• Pre-existing Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

between NDOM and BLM for permitting and field 
activities for oil, gas, and geothermal was modified to 
include DMRE.
– BLM Field Offices provide submitted Notices for lithium brine 

exploration to NDOM
– NDOM and BLM coordinate on review of proposed activities
– Coordinate on field inspections for compliance

• DMRE Notices and Well Permit applications shared with 
NDWR for notification and review.

• Ongoing discussions with NDEP-BMMR, NDEP-BWPC, and 
NDWR to ensure regulatory oversight of future activities 
as operators move from exploration to mine 
development.

• New NDWR-NDOM “permitting matrix” for proposed 
activities



NDWR-NDOM Activity Matrix



DMRE Information - https://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/DMRE/DMRE/
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Forms – NOI and Plugging
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Forms – Well Permit
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Forms – Quarterly Flow Report
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• Remember that that under 
DMRE regulations the 
maximum quantity of brine 
allowed to be pumped is 5 
acre-feet and that is 
cumulative for the project
and not per well.

• It is the operator’s 
responsibility to ensure 
project remains in 
compliance.

• A DMRE well permit expires 
2 years from the date issued, 
not completion date.

• A 2-year extension can be 
granted once for good cause 
shown, however the request 
and justification must be 
received not later than 60 
days prior to the expiration 
date.



FAQ’s
• Q: Do I need a DMRE borehole NOI approval to sample Li clays and I do not 

intend to sample Li brines? 
– A: No.

• Q: If I have an existing water right, do I need to permit a DMRE well through 
NDOM?
– A: If it is a production well, no.
– A: If it was an exploration well permitted before 1/1/2018, no.
– A: If it is a new exploration well that was not permitted by NDWR before 

1/1/2018, yes.
• Q: Can I instrument a DMRE borehole?

– A: Yes, but:
• it must be plugged within 60 days, with instrumentation in place if 

desired, or
• if is intended to be left open it must be converted to a DMRE well and 

the design must meet requirements for DMRE wells.
• Q: How do I permit an exploration well to be tested for injection?

– A: Same process as for exploration production well. Submit quarterly flow 
report quantifying monthly amount injected.

• Q: Can I keep a DMRE well open for more than 4 years?
– A: No. The well must be permanently plugged or the well would have to be 

transferred to NDWR under an existing water right using a change 
application.
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LITHIUM EXPLORATION
(As of November 2022)

> 44 companies in various stages of 
exploration; ~35,000 mining claims (~13% 
of total mining claims in NV)

28 current authorized or pending lithium 
notices, 10 in 2022 alone
 Compared to 254 for Au and Ag

2 Exploration and 8 Mining Plans for lithium
 Compared to 134 mining plans for Au 

and Ag
18,281 placer claims for lithium, +47% YOY
~30 different companies involved in Clayton 

Valley alone, through numerous joint 
ventures and/or agreements

~26 lithium in sediment projects (open pit)
~35 lithium brine projects (DLE?)
Advancements in Direct Lithium Extraction 

(DLE) are critical to the future of lithium 
brine production in Nevada

A total of 47 DMRE Notices and 17 Well 
permits approved by NDOM

25 Notices and 9 Well Permits in 2022 alone
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NDOM Homepage – minerals.nv.gov 
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QUESTIONS?
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